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“…trampling on European 
privacy laws by tracking people 
online without their consent”

“…[the US] has to figure out 
how to explain its privacy laws 

on a global stage”

“Under Australian law…entities 
must hand over ‘personal 
information’ they hold"
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We need to think about how to evaluate its 
effectiveness.

Governments have deemed privacy regulation 
necessary and feasible—it matters at the 
national and international level.



The short version
• An empirical, automated method of measuring 

web tracking across countries

• Deployed in four countries representing three 
regulatory styles

• Significant differences found in amount of 
tracking

• Where do these come from?
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Coming up

• Privacy and legal regulation

• Measurement 

• Methods and heuristics

• Key observations

• Challenges and future work
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Privacy and regulation
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Privacy

• Third-party tracking of individuals has been 
recognized as a key issue when it comes to 
online privacy.
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Privacy

• It’s hard to define.

• It’s an incredibly relative concept: culturally, 
personally, technologically…

• It’s an incredibly dynamic concept that changes 
along with many social and technological 
factors.
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This doesn’t really make for the easiest landscape 
when it comes to regulatory action…
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https://www.nymity.com/~/media/Nymity/Files/Privacy%20Maps/NYMITY_World_Map.ashx

https://www.nymity.com/~/media/Nymity/Files/Privacy%20Maps/NYMITY_World_Map.ashx


Regulatory Regimes

• Contrasting models of digital privacy regulation

• Different philosophies and methods!
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Comprehensive
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Regulatory Regimes
Comprehensive
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• Privacy is a fundamental 
right. 

• Legislated, top-down 
restrictions on collection, 
use, and disclosure.

• Enforced by dedicated 
regulatory bodies.
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Sectoral
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Regulatory Regimes
Sectoral
• Fewer fundamental 

protections.

• Privacy ‘where it’s needed’: 
more of a patchwork.
• Health, children, differences 

between US states.

• Emphasis on industry self-
regulation and cooperation: 
“notice and choice”
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Co-regulatory
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Regulatory Regimes
Co-regulatory

• Reliance on industry 
self-regulation with a 
government “backstop”

• Industry bound to 
create enforceable 
codes

• Most notably in 
Australia (but changing)
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Regulatory Regimes
None or other
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Evidon / Ghostery Enterprise, 2014
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Do these regulatory (and geographic) 
differences lead to any quantifiable impact in 

web privacy and tracking?
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Do these regulatory (and geographic) 
differences lead to any quantifiable impact in 

web privacy and tracking?
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What is driving these differences?



Web measurement 
methods
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Web measurement

• Measuring what the user (and their browser) 
actually sees and receives

• Assessing and quantifying what happens “in the 
wild” in a variety of situations
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• Standardized 
• Python + OpenWPM library

• Reproducible 
• Open source, scripted

• Empirical 
• Controlled, automated, no humans

• Realistic*
• Flash, JavaScript, Firefox engine

Our approach
Overview
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Our approach
Network infrastructure

• How do you source a network endpoint in 
different countries without introducing extra 
measurement confounds?
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Our approach
Network infrastructure
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Our approach
Network infrastructure

US
Virginia JP

Tokyo

AU
Sydney

DE
Frankfurt

Sectoral Comprehensive Co-regulatory
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OpenWPM 0.2.1
(Engelhardt et al, 2014)

http://randomwalker.info/publications/WebPrivacyMeasurement.pdf
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Our approach Crawl script

AWS Zone
Location 3 

EC2 Instance 

AWS Zone
Location 2 

EC2 Instance 

AWS Zone 
Location 1 

EC2 Instance 

OpenWPM
Python/Selenium/

Firefox

OpenWPM
Python/Selenium/

Firefox

OpenWPM
Python/Selenium/

Firefox

EC2 Instance Amazon’s local 
Internet connection Requested site
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Alexa API  
top sites



Our approach
Heuristics

• Measure: third-party HTTP requests + cookies
• First-party requests have been exempted from 

definition of tracking/advertising (Do Not Track 
specification*)

• Rough metric, but can be representative

*McDonald and Peha (2011),
 “Track Gap: Policy Implications of User Expectations for the `Do Not Track’ Internet Privacy Feature”
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Our approach
Heuristics

• Approach A: simple count
• Approach B: match against a large database of 

web assets generally agreed upon as tracking
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Our approach
Heuristics

• Approach B: parse and match against open-
source ad blocking rulesets

• We chose EasyList, the most commonly used and 
distributed AdBlock list
• EasyList Ads and EasyPrivacy list
• Over 50,000 regex-based rules

• adblockparser Python module*
* https://github.com/scrapinghub/adblockparser
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https://github.com/scrapinghub/adblockparser


ssl-‐images-‐amazon.com/images/js/live/adSnippet._V142890782_.js

+

Our approach
Analysis

Extract full URLs from HTTP requests, domains from set cookies

Summary statistics
Comparison tests

Test all requests against 
all rules to get number of “hits”

Aggregate and summarize



Key observations
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Third-party requests/cookies

• Rank test against totals and ratios
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Tracking Indicator 
Requests

Tracking Indicator 
Cookies

US 1 1

AU 2 -

DE - -

JP 3 -
- Dash indicates a tie



Third-party requests/cookies

• The United States has significantly more activity 
across both metrics

• Interesting differences across countries 

• Caveat: sample representativeness
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Ad blocking rules
Country-level results

Country Average 
requests/page

Average  
hits/page

Normalized 
% hits

US 120.6 9.3 8%

AU 99.2 6.8 6%

DE 121.0 5.7 5%

JP 103.2 4.1 5%
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Ad blocking rules
Country-level results

Country A Country B Compare A to B

US JP 2.8 to 4.0%

moreUS DE 1.8 to 3.1%

US AU 0.1% to 1.4%

JP DE 0.2 to 1.3%
less

DE AU 0.9 to 2.1%
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• Significant differences between all pairs of 
countries
• United States: more activity in all cases 

• 0.1% compared to Australia
• 4% compared to Japan

• 4% x ~100 average requests = 4+ tracking 
elements 

• Side note: more trackers than ads

Ad blocking rules
Results
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• Does tracking activity change depending on the 
origin of the user or the origin of the website?

• How much do we need to control for 
geographic factors?

• Synchronized crawl of top 500 global websites 
(same sites, different countries)

• No significant differences!

Ad blocking rules
Origin-dependent activity
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Limitations 
and further work
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The policy lifecycle

• Development: Recognize and diagnose the 
problem, identify and evaluate options

• “In the wild”: Implement, enforce, monitor 
(the hard part)
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• Is our idea of what to expect from regulatory 
models correct?

• Is the (narrow) viewpoint that we tested where 
we would see the effect?
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Limitations
Looking at privacy regulation



• US vs. Japan: sectoral vs. sectoral

• Why does the US have more tracking?

• Cultural practices, business norms, “Internet 
ecosystem”, what’s popular….
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Limitations
Looking at privacy regulation



• What if we had a different Internet landscape?

• China and other interesting locations
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Limitations
Web measurement



• More representative 
sample of networks!

• Amazon AWS has a 
limited number of 
availability zones

• Promising 
developments?
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Limitations
Web measurement



• Web activity is deterministic

• Controls: automated “clean slate” for 
measurement

• Is first-party still a relevant distinction?

• Inter-session, inter-device, and more pervasive 
forms of tracking
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Limitations
Web measurement



Next steps
• Limited sampling base (more connections needed!)

• Deeper exploration of differences:

• Within regulatory models, cultural and business 
practices…

• You can always use more controls.

• Replication!
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We need to think about how to evaluate 
effectiveness.

How effective are these models at providing 
what we want and expect?



https://donottrack-doc.com (April 2015)54

https://donottrack-doc.com


Thank you!
Questions?

Nathaniel Fruchter <fruchter@cmu.edu>
Hsin Miao <hsinm@andrew.cmu.edu>
Scott Stevenson <sbsteven@andrew.cmu.edu>
Rebecca Balebako <balebako@rand.org>
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extra
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Technical challenges
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http://www.businessinsider.com.au/how-facebooks-fbx-ad-exchange-works-2013-1

http://www.businessinsider.com.au/how-facebooks-fbx-ad-exchange-works-2013-1


Our approach
Network infrastructure

• How do you make it look like your connection 
is coming from a certain country?

• Tor is a possibility, but messy to work with
• Uncertainty at endpoints with exit nodes
• Connection can be slow or intermittent

• Sourcing VPNs raises other issues
• Can interfere with traffic, cost money
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PRIVACY THE INTERNET

AN OPTIMISTIC VENN DIAGRAM



“Privacy is a value so complex, entangled in 
competing and contradictory dimensions, so 
engorged with various and distinct meanings…
that I sometimes despair whether it can be 
usefully addressed at all.”

—Robert C. Post
Three Concepts of Privacy, 89 GEO. L.J. 2087, 2087 (2001). 
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Technical challenges

• Is online / web activity deterministic?  
• Page loads
• People
• Devices
• Locations
• Internet connections
• The list goes on…
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https://www.schneier.com/blog/archives/2014/01/the_failure_of_4.html62



Next steps

• How does culture affect Internet use? 

• How do we intersect this with businesses’ data 
collection habits? 
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